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Make Better Decisions with 
Essbase

Leading 24x7 Essbase Managed Services
When you partner with Datavail, you can ensure best 
practices for implementing and maintaining Essbase. 
Datavail’s services lead the industry:

• Full support as much or as little as you need

• Flexible services

• Cloud and on-premise upgrades, migrations, and patching

• Health checks

• Assessments

• Performance tuning and maintenance

• Backup and disaster recovery

Upgrade to Essbase 19c
Datavail can accelerate your upgrade with minimal downtime. Our experienced 
team can provide assistance or full execution and post-upgrade support. 

Our services include:

• Upgrade roadmap

• Health checks & performance testing

• End user training and documentation

• System patching

• Historical data reconciliation

• Infrastructure assessment

• Stress testing and disaster recovery testing

• Business rule optimization

• Data integration assessments and optimizations

Oracle Essbase is an advanced analytics 
tool that leverages both EPM and Oracle 
Analytics products to support “what if” 
scenarios that help you make the best 
business decisions for your organization.



Connect with us to learn more! 
Call us: 877.634.9222 | Visit us online: www.datavail.com

Migrate to Essbase 19c Cloud
If you’re considering Essbase 19c Cloud, or 
need to move your OAC Essbase instance to 
Essbase 19c Cloud, talk to Datavail about our 
cloud migration and managed services. 

We can ensure a smooth implementation so 
your processes are streamlined and your 
reporting remains accurate. Benefits of 
migrating include:

• Reduction in IT support requirements and footprints 

• Faster and more powerful

• Quick access to new functionality

• Scalability

• Add to existing investments like EPM cloud

• No need to train on-premise users 

• Streamlined cube build/maintenance process right from Excel

No matter your organization's unique needs, Datavail can tailor its services across the Oracle stack 
to your situation, letting you focus on your core business functionality worry-free.

Datavail is a reliable resource for companies looking to upgrade, 
migrate, or manage Essbase. Key benefits of our years of 
expertise include:

Assurance of a low-risk, 
smooth cloud deployment 
or upgrade by leveraging our 
deep knowledge and experience.

Strong technical expertise 
coupled with a passion to solve your 
business problems so you have an 
optimized and secure environment.

Oracle Platinum Partner 
and Cloud Excellence 
Implementor certifications allow 
us to offer a full suite of EPM & 
Analytics expertise.

Ability to maximize 
business value by utilizing 
best practices and proven reference 
architectures.


